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All That Heaven Will AllowAll That Heaven Will Allow

 Jimmy Campbell has owned his own bar for the Jimmy Campbell has owned his own bar for the
past twenty years. While his past is troubled, hispast twenty years. While his past is troubled, his
present and future make life worth living. He haspresent and future make life worth living. He has
good friends, more than enough money, and hegood friends, more than enough money, and he
volunteers-along with his Yorkie, Bozo, and hisvolunteers-along with his Yorkie, Bozo, and his
Maine coon cat, Miss Alicia-at the local hospitalMaine coon cat, Miss Alicia-at the local hospital
every Friday. He couldn't ask for more. That is, untilevery Friday. He couldn't ask for more. That is, until
he meets Derek "Dizzy" Roberts. Derek is ahe meets Derek "Dizzy" Roberts. Derek is a
musician who tours the country with his band. He'smusician who tours the country with his band. He's
an ex-cop, was married once, and has the bitter ex-an ex-cop, was married once, and has the bitter ex-
wife and two spoiled children to prove it. He's finallywife and two spoiled children to prove it. He's finally
living his dream, and that includes bedding all theliving his dream, and that includes bedding all the
groupies who think he's every bit as good as hisgroupies who think he's every bit as good as his
music. He doesn't worry much about the future, unmusic. He doesn't worry much about the future, un
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The Human Condition, 2nd EditionThe Human Condition, 2nd Edition

 A work of striking originality bursting with A work of striking originality bursting with
unexpected insights, The Human Condition is inunexpected insights, The Human Condition is in
many respects more relevant now than when it firstmany respects more relevant now than when it first
appeared in 1958. In her study of the state ofappeared in 1958. In her study of the state of
modern humanity, Hannah Arendt considersmodern humanity, Hannah Arendt considers
humankind from the perspective of the actions ofhumankind from the perspective of the actions of
which it is capablewhich it is capable

Bernie, Bill, and the BrownsBernie, Bill, and the Browns

 When the Cleveland Browns selected Bernie Kosar When the Cleveland Browns selected Bernie Kosar
in the 1985 Supplemental draft, few knew just howin the 1985 Supplemental draft, few knew just how
much that would impact the next decade ofmuch that would impact the next decade of
Cleveland Browns football. They were coming off ofCleveland Browns football. They were coming off of
a rough patch, but had a long history of winning.a rough patch, but had a long history of winning.
The fans were passionate and ready to support aThe fans were passionate and ready to support a
winner. Whwinner. Wh

Medical School 2.0: An Unconventional Guide toMedical School 2.0: An Unconventional Guide to
Learn Faster, Ace the USMLE, and Get Into YourLearn Faster, Ace the USMLE, and Get Into Your
Top Choice ResidencyTop Choice Residency

 Forget the old concept of medical school taking Forget the old concept of medical school taking
over your life. It is possible to do great in schoolover your life. It is possible to do great in school
while still having a rich and well-rounded life.while still having a rich and well-rounded life.
Whether your dream is having time for internationalWhether your dream is having time for international
volunteer work, having time to do cutting edgevolunteer work, having time to do cutting edge
research, having time to be the parent and spouseresearch, having time to be the parent and spouse

Bluebells in the MourningBluebells in the Mourning

 Is it true that. . . ...nothing can be lost that love Is it true that. . . ...nothing can be lost that love
cannot find? Jane Austen's beloved "Pride andcannot find? Jane Austen's beloved "Pride and
Prejudice" is readapted in this Regency tale of lovePrejudice" is readapted in this Regency tale of love
in the face of tragedy. Mr. Darcy is thwarted in hisin the face of tragedy. Mr. Darcy is thwarted in his
attempt to propose to Elizabeth Bennet at Hunsfordattempt to propose to Elizabeth Bennet at Hunsford
when he encounters her minutes after she rwhen he encounters her minutes after she r
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
Great Read!Great Read!

 Review 2: Review 2:
3.5 of 5 Stars3.5 of 5 Stars

For original review, visit the Prism Book Alliance blog online.For original review, visit the Prism Book Alliance blog online.

This one snuck up on me. It wasn?t until about 80% that I got into things and that last 20% reallyThis one snuck up on me. It wasn?t until about 80% that I got into things and that last 20% really
made this story work.made this story work.

For the first 80%, I was on the fence. I loved the romance and the idyllic quality of theFor the first 80%, I was on the fence. I loved the romance and the idyllic quality of the
relationship. Neither man was perfect, but once they got together, it is like they just knew how torelationship. Neither man was perfect, but once they got together, it is like they just knew how to
be perfect for the other man. There was no angst, no screw up, no nothing to take the sugarybe perfect for the other man. There was no angst, no screw up, no nothing to take the sugary
sweetness out of the romance. I really enjoyed that these men were more mature, but they camesweetness out of the romance. I really enjoyed that these men were more mature, but they came
across as adolescents in the throes of their first grand love affair. To be honest, the sappy easeacross as adolescents in the throes of their first grand love affair. To be honest, the sappy ease
of it all was starting to put me off.of it all was starting to put me off.

Then the big disaster happened, and the sugar was still there, but things started to feel more real.Then the big disaster happened, and the sugar was still there, but things started to feel more real.
Even though this was still presented as an almost non-issue, seeing the men struggle and stillEven though this was still presented as an almost non-issue, seeing the men struggle and still
want to be together no matter what, was kind of touching. And the ending, was great. Adoptingwant to be together no matter what, was kind of touching. And the ending, was great. Adopting
animals in need showcased the imperfections that were hidden by the overly romantic nature ofanimals in need showcased the imperfections that were hidden by the overly romantic nature of
the story. Derek needing to care for an animal with a similar injury and Jimmy bringing home twothe story. Derek needing to care for an animal with a similar injury and Jimmy bringing home two
older dogs, showed that there were still holes that needed filling. That the romance was in factolder dogs, showed that there were still holes that needed filling. That the romance was in fact
not enough and that made it a better ending for me.not enough and that made it a better ending for me.

I also loved the concept of the love letters. While some of them were over the top cheesy, oneI also loved the concept of the love letters. While some of them were over the top cheesy, one
stuck with me. When Derek explained to Jimmy how he knew he was his ?one,? I had tears in mystuck with me. When Derek explained to Jimmy how he knew he was his ?one,? I had tears in my
eyes. It was beautiful.eyes. It was beautiful.

Overall, I think this was a good story. It was a great representation of that perfect relationshipOverall, I think this was a good story. It was a great representation of that perfect relationship
most of us only dream of. I struggled with that perfection because it was so overly sweet andmost of us only dream of. I struggled with that perfection because it was so overly sweet and
needed a bit of realism to temper it. But I still enjoyed this and I know many of you will as well.needed a bit of realism to temper it. But I still enjoyed this and I know many of you will as well.

 Review 3: Review 3:
The idea for this story was a solid one. Unfortunately the writing was very Pollyanna. Too sweetThe idea for this story was a solid one. Unfortunately the writing was very Pollyanna. Too sweet
and cloying and the main characters had no chemistry. I didn't know why they were together. Asand cloying and the main characters had no chemistry. I didn't know why they were together. As
sickly sweet as the main characters were the villains awful without much back story to explain it.sickly sweet as the main characters were the villains awful without much back story to explain it.
Sorry but not good.Sorry but not good.

 Review 4: Review 4:
I haven't found a book by this author I didn't totally enjoy. One more for my 'best books list' thatI haven't found a book by this author I didn't totally enjoy. One more for my 'best books list' that
I'll take great pleasure in re-reading again & again.I'll take great pleasure in re-reading again & again.

 Review 5: Review 5:
A ScatteredThoughtsandRogueWords Mika Review:A ScatteredThoughtsandRogueWords Mika Review:

Rating: 4.25 stars out of 5:Rating: 4.25 stars out of 5:
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Jimmy Campbell has owned his own bar for the past twenty years. While his past is troubled, hisJimmy Campbell has owned his own bar for the past twenty years. While his past is troubled, his
present and future make life worth living. He has good friends, more than enough money, and hepresent and future make life worth living. He has good friends, more than enough money, and he
volunteers?along with his Yorkie, Bozo, and his Maine coon cat, Miss Alicia?at the local hospitalvolunteers?along with his Yorkie, Bozo, and his Maine coon cat, Miss Alicia?at the local hospital
every Friday. He couldn?t ask for more. That is, until he meets Derek ?Dizzy? Roberts.??Derek isevery Friday. He couldn?t ask for more. That is, until he meets Derek ?Dizzy? Roberts.??Derek is
a musician who tours the country with his band. He?s an ex-cop, was married once, and has thea musician who tours the country with his band. He?s an ex-cop, was married once, and has the
bitter ex-wife and two spoiled children to prove it. He?s finally living his dream, and that includesbitter ex-wife and two spoiled children to prove it. He?s finally living his dream, and that includes
bedding all the groupies who think he?s every bit as good as his music. He doesn?t worry muchbedding all the groupies who think he?s every bit as good as his music. He doesn?t worry much
about the future, until he meets Jimmy.??The two men begin a long-distance romance, sneakingabout the future, until he meets Jimmy.??The two men begin a long-distance romance, sneaking
weekends here and there, until a tragedy forces them to realize they might lose the only thingweekends here and there, until a tragedy forces them to realize they might lose the only thing
they both want?a future together. Now, they?re asking for everything heaven will allow.they both want?a future together. Now, they?re asking for everything heaven will allow.

I loved everything about these two. I liked that it was 2 guys over 40 years old. Yes both had badI loved everything about these two. I liked that it was 2 guys over 40 years old. Yes both had bad
previous relationship but they came into this one only with each other in mind. It was definitelyprevious relationship but they came into this one only with each other in mind. It was definitely
instant love, but at their respected ages I?m pretty sure they knew what was what. This was myinstant love, but at their respected ages I?m pretty sure they knew what was what. This was my
first read by this author and I?m glad I really enjoyed it. It felt really slow paced in the beginning,first read by this author and I?m glad I really enjoyed it. It felt really slow paced in the beginning,
more character driven than the romance and I was okay with that.more character driven than the romance and I was okay with that.

Both mc?s were equally great in their own ways, but Jimmy definitely stole the show for me. I?mBoth mc?s were equally great in their own ways, but Jimmy definitely stole the show for me. I?m
not an animal person by far but what Jimmy was able to do with his heart and for other people isnot an animal person by far but what Jimmy was able to do with his heart and for other people is
amazing. He was super patient, honest, loyal, and all about second chances. He was superamazing. He was super patient, honest, loyal, and all about second chances. He was super
caring, and he just came off as the perfect guy. I mean I don?t think he said one negative thingcaring, and he just came off as the perfect guy. I mean I don?t think he said one negative thing
the entire book, and he definitely pulled at my heart strings for sure. Sure he had his issues,the entire book, and he definitely pulled at my heart strings for sure. Sure he had his issues,
damages and reasons for wanting to start something with Derek but I?m super happy he gavedamages and reasons for wanting to start something with Derek but I?m super happy he gave
into it, because it made him a happier man.into it, because it made him a happier man.

When Derek is first introduced it?s him offering himself as a player name Dizzy. LMAO, I thoughtWhen Derek is first introduced it?s him offering himself as a player name Dizzy. LMAO, I thought
he was super charming, but of course all that charming was just a facade for the manhe was super charming, but of course all that charming was just a facade for the man
underneath. Their first interaction with each other had me rooting for Jimmy and snorting atunderneath. Their first interaction with each other had me rooting for Jimmy and snorting at
Dizzy because he just got served big time.Dizzy because he just got served big time.

All in all, they made their romance work for them. Dizzy finally got the family he wanted, JamesAll in all, they made their romance work for them. Dizzy finally got the family he wanted, James
finally had someone who love and appreciated him. A couple things bothered me, Derek?sfinally had someone who love and appreciated him. A couple things bothered me, Derek?s
previous relationship and children story line didn?t get wrapped. I felt like it was just left off, andprevious relationship and children story line didn?t get wrapped. I felt like it was just left off, and
I would have liked to seen some type of mending of the sorts. It was a lot of misspellings in theI would have liked to seen some type of mending of the sorts. It was a lot of misspellings in the
book; I did think they needed a better proofreader. I didn?t tear up surprisingly. I wouldbook; I did think they needed a better proofreader. I didn?t tear up surprisingly. I would
recommend this book to CR readers, just an easy read between two older guys. I like readingrecommend this book to CR readers, just an easy read between two older guys. I like reading
about older guys. I find that they tend to communicate a lot better, and that?s mostly what I?mabout older guys. I find that they tend to communicate a lot better, and that?s mostly what I?m
looking for.looking for.

The cover artist Bree Archer created this cover, and I liked the picture because it was full circleThe cover artist Bree Archer created this cover, and I liked the picture because it was full circle
for the two guys. I did feel like the one portraying James wasn?t since in the book he was a fullfor the two guys. I did feel like the one portraying James wasn?t since in the book he was a full
blond, other than that I really liked it.blond, other than that I really liked it.
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